Riva Studio

Fitting & Maintenance of the Firebricks
For Inset Convector Cassette and Freestanding models
General Points
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THIS ADDENDUM MUST BE ATTACHED TO
AND READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
INSTALLATION AND USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR:
• Riva Studio Cassette
• Riva Studio Freestanding

Install in the following order, see Diagram 1.
Take care when handling and do not force into position.
Picture for illustration only brick shape may vary depending on model
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Following initial production of the instruction manuals for
these products Stovax want to clarify the recommended
fitting procedure for the firebricks in order to help fitting and
removal during installation and servicing.
As a result this addendum has been produced to ensure the
advice is understood.
This addendum replaces the advice in the following section:
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Fitting the Internal Components
and is an addition to the Servicing & Maintenance section.

Fitting of Internal Components
- Installation
Once the inner box has been installed the internal
components can be fitted.
1

The firebricks must be fitted before the baffle
components.

Firebricks
2

The Firebricks and Lower Baffle bricks are supplied in a box
for safe transportation. It is advisable to carefully remove all
of the bricks from the container in order to correctly identify
the various types.
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The side bricks have part of the Log bar supports attached.
These must be fitted and removed at the same time as the
bricks.
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To do this:

All Models
— Place the base bricks in the firebox (1).
Fit the left and right hand base bricks, then the middle.
— Place the back bricks in position on top of the base
bricks (2).
— Fit the side bricks (3) with the Log Guard Supports in
place. The Log Bar Support holes can be used as a finger
hold - follow the method for the relevant model.
Studio 500, 1 & 2
Tilt the brick at an angle and feed the top edge up and into
the gap at the top of the firebox.
Straighten the brick in this position and lower into the
gap between the side of the inner box and the base
brick ensuring the Log Bar Support remains in place, see
Diagram 2 and 3.
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Removal is the reverse of this procedure.
Allow the appliance to cool fully before removing baffle
system.
Do not modify firebricks.
Do not operate with firebricks removed.

Firebricks - Servicing
Depending on the model purchased it may be necessary to
remove additional parts of the appliance when servicing to
access the firebricks.

Log Bar
Support
Bracket

Studio 500, 1 & 2
It is possible to remove the firebricks with the Upper Metal
Baffle in place.

Rear of Brick
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Remove the following:
Log Guard
- Slide the Log Guard to one side to disengage from the
hole in the side brick.
- Raise the free end and remove from the gaps in the base
bricks.
- Withdraw from the hole in the other side brick and rotate
the Log Guard through the front of the appliance.

Log Bar
Support Hole
Log Bar
Support
Bracket

Baffle Bricks

Studio 3

Pull the Front Baffle Support off the baffle bricks and move
as far forward as possible.
Carefully remove the bricks working from the centre
outwards.

Tilt the brick at an angle and feed the lower edge down into
the gap between the base brick and the side of the inner
box.
Straighten the brick in this position and drop into place
ensuring the Log Bar Support remains in place, see
Diagram 3 and 4.

Angle the Front Baffle Support to free from the firebox.
It is now possible to remove the Firebricks.
Lift the side bricks using the Log Guard support slots as  
finger holds and clear the base bricks; angle the bottom of
the side brick towards centre of the firebox and withdraw.
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Remove the back bricks, then the base bricks.
Studio 3
It is necessary to remove the Baffle Bricks and the side
Upper Metal Baffles before attempting to remove the
firebricks to avoid damage, see Pre-Installation Section.
Lift the side bricks slightly using the Log Guard support slots
as  finger holds; tilt the top of the side brick towards centre
of the firebox and continue lifting to withdraw.

Log Bar
Support
Bracket
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Remove the back bricks, then the base bricks.

Repeat for the other side.
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